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Abstract. Maximum satisfiability (MaxSAT) constitutes today a suc-
cessful approach to solving various real-world optimization problems
through propositional encodings. Building on this success, approaches
have recently been proposed for finding Pareto-optimal solutions to multi-
objective MaxSAT (MO-MaxSAT) instances, i.e., propositional encod-
ings under multiple objective functions. In this work, we propose core
boosting as a reformulation/preprocessing technique for improving the
runtime performance of MO-MaxSAT solvers. Core boosting in the multi-
objective setting allows for shrinking the ranges of the multiple objectives
at hand, which can be particularly beneficial for MO-MaxSAT relying
on search that requires enforcing increasingly tighter objective bounds
through propositional encodings. We show that core boosting is effec-
tive in improving the runtime performance of SAT-based MO-MaxSAT
solvers typically with little overhead.

Keywords: Multi-objective optimization · maximum satisfiability · core
boosting · preprocessing.

1 Introduction

Maximum satisfiability (MaxSAT) [5], the optimization extension of Boolean
satisfiability (SAT) [12], has developed from a theoretical tool into a compet-
itive practical constraint optimization paradigm. This is in particular due to
noticeable algorithmic advances in practical MaxSAT algorithms developed in
recent years based on the iterative use of SAT solvers. Today, MaxSAT solvers
are successfully employed to efficiently solve large instances of various types of
real-world NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems via propositional en-
codings under a single objective function.

Building on advances in (single-objective) MaxSAT solving, algorithmic ad-
vances have been recently made towards developing increasingly effective solvers
for the more general and challenging realm of MaxSAT under multiple ob-
jectives, i.e., multi-objective MaxSAT (MO-MaxSAT) [44,45,28,14,23,15]. Mo-
tivated through practical applications that give rise in a natural way to proposi-
tional encodings of optimization problems under multiple objectives, the goal in
MO-MaxSAT solving is to efficiently enumerate all Pareto-optimal—as a stan-
dard notion of optimality in the multi-objective setting—solutions (or, more
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precisely, a representative Pareto-optimal solution for each point in the so-called
non-dominated set within the search space of all solutions). Pareto-optimal so-
lutions are solution with respect to which no objective can be improved without
making the solution worse in terms of another objective, hence intuitively con-
stituting the best possible solutions in general terms under multiple objectives.

A complementary approach to improving constraint solvers by developing
more effective algorithms is that of developing preprocessing (or reformulation)
techniques to be applied before calling a solver. The aim of (effective) prepro-
cessing is to improve solver runtimes to the extent that the additional time
spent in preprocessing is worthwhile in terms of the combined overall time spent
in preprocessing and solving, compared to the time required to directly solve
the original problem instance. Preprocessing has been highly influential in SAT
solving [13], and motivated by this, extensions of SAT preprocessing have been
proposed for MaxSAT [7,10,25,42] and most recently for MO-MaxSAT [27]. How-
ever, so-far liftings of (Max)SAT preprocessing techniques to the realm of MO-
MaxSAT have turned out to provide relatively small runtime improvements for
current state-of-the-art MO-MaxSAT solvers. This suggests that more research
is called for towards harnessing the full potential of preprocessing for speeding
up MO-MaxSAT solving.

In this work, we propose core boosting as an approach to automatically
reformulating MO-MaxSAT instances. Core boosting was earlier proposed in
the context of single-objective MaxSAT solving [8] with later applications in
single-objective core-guided constraint programming [22] and pseudo-Boolean
optimization [16]. In the previous works, core boosting was proposed as an any-
time algorithm that combines so-called core-guided and upper-bounding search
for finding good solutions to single-objective constraint optimization instances
within a stringent runtime limit. In contrast, we develop core boosting for the
multi-objective setting as a pre-solving phase technique that allows for refor-
mulating an MO-MaxSAT instance by tightening its search space, in particular
via detecting inconsistent parts of the search space which can be subsequently
ignored by MO-MaxSAT solvers. This is achieved—in short, as we will later on
explain in more detail—by increasing objective offsets in a given MO-MaxSAT
instance to match the so-called ideal point of the multi-objective search space
without removing any Pareto-optimal solutions. As such core boosting can be
viewed as a preprocessing technique which significantly differs from more typi-
cal (Max)SAT-based preprocessing techniques so-far studied for MO-MaxSAT.
Core boosting intuitively leads to enabling more optimized propositional encod-
ings of pseudo-Boolean constraints used within state-of-the-art MO-MaxSAT
solvers. We explain in detail how core boosting can be tightly integrated into
MO-MaxSAT solvers, and provide an open-source implementation in conjunc-
tion with three recently-proposed algorithms for MO-MaxSAT. Empirically, it
turns out that core boosting can be highly effective in speeding up overall run-
times of MO-MaxSAT algorithms, having a noticeably greater positive impact
on runtime performance than presently available MaxSAT-based preprocessing
techniques for MO-MaxSAT.
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2 Multi-Objective MaxSAT

For Boolean variable x, there are two literals: the positive x and the negative
¬x. A clause is a disjunction of literals, and a (CNF) formula a conjunction of
clauses. When convenient, we view a clause as the set of literals in the clause, and
a formula as the set of its clauses. An assignment τ maps variables to {0, 1}, i.e.,
τ(x) = 1 (true) or τ(x) = 0 (false). Assignments extend to literals, clauses, and
formulas by τ(¬x) = 1− τ(x) for negative literal ¬x, τ(C) = max{τ(l) | l ∈ C}
for clause C, and τ(F ) = min{τ(l) | C ∈ F} for formula F . An assignment for
which τ(F ) = 1 is a solution to F . If a formula has a solution, the formula is
satisfiable, otherwise the formula is unsatisfiable.

A pseudo-Boolean (PB) expression O = (
∑

i ci · li) + o is a sum of terms—
each consisting of a literal li and a positive integer constant ci—and a non-
negative integer constant o referred to as offset of O. We denote the set of
literals appearing in O by lits(O). The value under O of an assignment τ over
lits(O) is O(τ) = (

∑
i ciτ(li))+o. For an integer B, a pseudo-Boolean constraint

O ≤ B is satisfied by an assignment τ if O(τ) ≤ B. Our work makes extensive
use of CNF encodings that encode values of PB constraints into literals [6,18,30].
More precisely, Cnf(O ≤ B) is a CNF formula that defines a literal ⟨O ≤ B⟩
such that any solution τ of Cnf(O ≤ B) sets τ(⟨O ≤ B⟩) = 1 if and only if τ
satisfies O ≤ B1. When clear from context, ⟨O ≤ B⟩ should be understood as
Cnf(O ≤ B) ∧ ⟨O ≤ B⟩. For example, the formula F ∧ ⟨O ≤ B⟩ stands for the
formula F ∧ Cnf(O ≤ B) ∧ ⟨O ≤ B⟩, the solutions of which are the solutions τ
of F that satisfy O ≤ B. We also use ⟨O < B⟩ as a shorthand for ⟨O ≤ B − 1⟩,
and ⟨O ≥ B⟩ as a shorthand for ¬⟨O < B − 1⟩.

We focus on the following natural extension of maximum satisfiability to the
multi-objective setting. An instance I = (F,O) of multi-objective maximum
satisfiability (MO-MaxSAT) consists of a formula F and p linear objective func-
tions O = (O1, . . . , Op) represented as pseudo-Boolean expressions. Note that
this definition covers single-objective MaxSAT with p = 1. Any solution τ to F
is a solution to I. A solution τ has cost O(τ) = (O1(τ), . . . , Op(τ)) with respect
to I, and cost Oi(τ) with respect to objective Oi. The ideal point [19] (γ1, . . . , γp)
of I consists of the smallest value for each objective over the solutions to I, i.e.,
γi = min{Oi(τ) | τ(F ) = 1}. We focus on the task of computing Pareto-optimal
solutions to MO-MaxSAT instances. A solution τ dominates another solution τ ′

if Oi(τ) ≤ Oi(τ
′) for all i = 1, . . . , p and Oi(τ) < Oi(τ

′) for some i. A solution
τ is Pareto-optimal if it is not dominated by any solution to I. The costs of
Pareto-optimal solutions form the non-dominated set of I.

Example 1. Consider the bi-objective instance on the left in Fig. 1. The infeasible
region with respect to the objectives, i.e., the objective values for which no
solutions to F exist, is illustrated on the right. The non-dominated set of the
instance is {(4, 8), (5, 7), (6, 3)} and its ideal point (4, 3). □

1 In practice, the algorithms considered in this work often employ an implication
relationship—τ(⟨O ≤ B⟩) = 1 if τ satisfies O ≤ B—rather than the mentioned
equivalence. We assume equivalences for simplicity without loss of generality.
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F ={(x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3), (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x4),

(x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x5), (x3 ∨ x4 ∨ x5)}
O1 =3x2 + 4x3 + 2x4 + 5x5

O2 =7x1 + 4x2 + 1x3 + 2x4 0 3 6 9 12
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Fig. 1. A bi-objective MaxSAT instance and its infeasible region with respect to the
objectives.

While we will present core boosting in the context of computing a single
representative solution to each element in the non-dominated set, we note that
the technique is also applicable when computing every Pareto-optimal solution.
In particular, unlike other specific preprocessing techniques [27] core boosting
maintains all solutions for each element in the non-dominated set.

2.1 SAT-based MO-MaxSAT Algorithms

Similarly as single-objective MaxSAT algorithms, multi-objective MaxSAT algo-
rithms [44,45,28,14,23,15] make extensive use of SAT solvers [36], i.e., decision
procedures that either compute a solution of a CNF formula, or determine that
the formula is unsatisfiable, i.e., that no such solutions exist. For computing
Pareto-optimal solutions, SAT solvers are used to iteratively compute solutions
of the instance. When a new solution is found new constraints that rule out dom-
inated solutions from consideration are added until no more solutions remain,
at which point the entire non-dominated set has been discovered.

A close analogy in the single-objective case is the Sat-Unsat (LSU) [5] algo-
rithm for minimizing a single objective O subject to a CNF formula F . This algo-
rithm is implemented by various single-objective MaxSAT solvers [18,11,32,46].
Starting from some upper bound ub, LSU minimizes O by incrementally in-
voking a SAT solver on the formula F ∧ ⟨O < ub⟩. If the SAT solver finds a
new solution τ , we have O(τ) < ub and hence the upper bound is improved.
If the solver reports unsatisfiability, the latest solution found is optimal and
the algorithm terminates. With this intuition, we next detail three state-of-the-
art algorithms for computing Pareto-optimal solutions: P -Minimal, BiOptSat,
and LowerBound.

P -Minimal [44,31] can be seen as multi-objective LSU. When solving an in-
stance of MO-MaxSAT (F, (O1, . . . , Op)), P -Minimal iteratively invokes a SAT
solver on a working formula consisting of F and additional constraints added
in previous iterations. When the SAT solver returns a solution τ , P -Minimal
(i) blocks all solutions of worse quality, i.e., the ones dominated by τ , and (ii) re-
stricts search in subsequent iterations to solutions dominating τ . Part (i) is
achieved by adding the constraints

∨p
i=1⟨Oi < Oi(τ)⟩ that enforce subsequent
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Fig. 2. Search trajectories of P -Minimal (left), BiOptSat (middle), and Lower-
Bound (right) in terms of objective values.

solutions to improve in at least one objective. Part (ii) is achieved by adding the
constraints

∧p
i=1⟨Oi ≤ Oi(τ)⟩ that enforce subsequent solutions to not worsen

in any objective. When the SAT solver reports unsatisfiability, all constraints
of type (ii) are removed and search continues. When no more solutions can be
found without any constraints of type (ii), all Pareto-optimal solutions have been
found. Fig. 2 (left) illustrates one possible search trajectory of P -Minimal (with
respect to objective values) on a bi-objective instance. Assume search starts at
a solution with objective values (7, 8). By iteratively steering search to regions
that dominate the current solution, P -Minimal moves through intermediate
solutions (marked in blue) until it discovers the (red) non-dominated point at
(3, 3), after which the SAT solver reports unsatisfiability. Then, all constraints of
type (ii) are removed and P -Minimal starts the minimization procedure again
(illustrated by the dashed line) while retaining the blocking constraints (i). Af-
ter three minimization procedures, the entire non-dominated set in Fig. 2 is
discovered and the algorithm terminates since all solutions are blocked.

BiOptSat in its Sat-Unsat variant [28] computes the non-dominated set of
a bi-objective MaxSAT instance (F, (O1, O2)) via the so-called lexicographic
method [34]. Assuming the same initial solution with objective values (7, 8),
BiOptSat starts by employing single-objective LSU to find a solution τ mini-
mizing O1, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (middle) by arrows going leftward until the blue
solution on the infeasibility boundary is reached. Next, O2 is minimized while
restricting O1 to at most O1(τ), i.e., subject to F ∧ ⟨O1 ≤ O1(τ)⟩, using LSU,
illustrated in the figure by the downward arrows, until the red Pareto-optimal
solution τp is found. To find the next Pareto-optimal solution, BiOptSat adds
⟨O2 < O2(τ

p)⟩ to F and reiterates. This is illustrated by the dashed arrows in
Fig. 2. The algorithm terminates when no solutions remain, indicated by the
SAT solver reporting unsatisfiability after removing the constraints on O1.

LowerBound [15], in contrast to P -Minimal and BiOptSat, mainly performs
lower-bounding search to compute the non-dominated set. It maintains a fence,
i.e., a tuple (λ0, . . . , λp) of values, initialized to (0, . . . , 0), that represents the
greatest objective values currently considered. During search LowerBound al-
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ternates between iteratively loosening the fence until the region bounded by
the constraints

∧p
i=1⟨Oi ≤ λi⟩ contains feasible solutions, and then employing

P -Minimal to find all elements of the non-dominated set “inside” the current
fence. The search of P -Minimal inside a fence is illustrated in Fig. 2 (right) for
the fence shown in green. After P -Minimal finds all Pareto-optimal solutions
within the fence, the fence is loosened further. The algorithm terminates once
all solutions have been blocked by P -Minimal.

3 Core Boosting for MO-MaxSAT

We now detail core boosting for MO-MaxSAT as our main contribution.

3.1 Effects of Core Boosting

Before describing how core boosting is realized, we explain how core boosting
allows for reducing the search space of MO-MaxSAT instances and detail how
core boosting reformulates MO-MaxSAT instances.

Core boosting is a technique that through reformulating an MO-MaxSAT
instance increases the offsets of the objectives of the instance to match the
ideal point without removing any Pareto-optimal solutions. As such core boost-
ing can be viewed as a preprocessing technique which significantly differs from
more typical (Max)SAT-based preprocessing techniques recently proposed for
MO-MaxSAT [27]. The intuition for the potential usefulness of the core boost-
ing reformulation stems from the fact that MO-MaxSAT algorithms such as
P -Minimal, BiOptSat, and LowerBound search only over the non-constant
parts of the objectives in the instance: the range of possible solution costs that
the algorithms consider during search is bounded “from below” by the point con-
sisting of the offsets of each objective, and “from above” by the point consisting
of the maximum value of each objective. As such, increasing the offsets of the
objectives conceptually leads to a smaller search space.

Example 2. Recall the bi-objective MaxSAT instance from Example 1 and Fig. 1.
For this instance, the range of solution costs that P -Minimal, BiOptSat, and
LowerBound consider during search is 0 to 12 for both O1 and O2, as illus-
trated on the left in Fig. 3. Applying core boosting on this instance results in a
reformulation with the same Pareto-optimal solutions and objectives Ocb

1 , Ocb
2

with offsets ocb
1 = 4 and ocb

2 = 3, respectively. When solving the reformulated
instance, MO-MaxSAT algorithms are effectively searching over the costs in the
range 4 . . . 12 for O1 and 3 . . . 12 for O2. This search space (depicted on the right
in Fig. 3) is smaller than the one that would be considered without core boost-
ing. In particular, after core boosting, the cross-hatched area shown in Fig. 3
does not need to be considered during search. □

Formally, core boosting transforms an instance I = (F,O) with an ideal point
(γ1, . . . , γp) into a reformulated (“core-boosted”) instance Icb = (F cb,Ocb) for
which the following hold.
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Fig. 3. Illustration on how core boosting shifts the point where search is anchored to
the ideal point and reduces the search space.

(i) All solutions of F cb are solutions to F , and any solution to F can be uniquely
extended into a solution to F cb.

(ii) O(τ) = Ocb(τ) for all solutions τ to F cb.
(iii) The offset of objective Ocb

i is γi.

In other words, core boosting reformulates a given MO-MaxSAT instance in
a way that all solutions and their costs are preserved, and the offset of each
objective Oi is increased to γi, the ith coordinate of its ideal point.

When viewed as a lower-bounding method, the offsets that core boosting
derives for each objective are as high as possible while guaranteeing that all
Pareto-optimal solutions and the non-dominated set are preserved. More pre-
cisely, consider an MO-MaxSAT instance I = (F, (O1, . . . , Op)), its ideal point
(γ1, . . . , γp) and fix an index i. By definition, there is a Pareto-optimal solution τ
for which Oi(τ) = γi. Since the coefficients of objectives are positive, any refor-
mulation Iref = (F ref, (Oref

1 , . . . Oref
p )) of I in which the offset of Oref

i is strictly
greater than γi will have a different non-dominated set, and specifically the cost
of τ will be different. In the context of algorithms computing the entire non-
dominated set, core boosting therefore derives the tightest lower bound given by
a single point.2

3.2 Core Boosting via Single-Objective Core-Guided Search

We now detail how the reformulation performed by core boosting can be re-
alized in practice via single-objective lower-bounding search based on so-called
unsatisfiable cores, i.e., using core-guided MaxSAT search [37,2,1,40,41]. We de-
tail core boosting in pseudocode as Algorithm 1. Invoked on an MO-MaxSAT
instance (F,O), core boosting iteratively invokes single-objective core-guided
lower-bounding search (represented in pseudocode by the CoreGuided sub-
procedure) on single-objective MaxSAT instances. In the ith iteration, Core
2 Exploring similar ideas from the perspective of so-called lower bound sets [20] con-

stitutes interesting future work beyond the scope of this paper.
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Algorithm 1 Core boosting for MO-MaxSAT
Input: An MO-MaxSAT instance I = (F, (O1, . . . , Op))
Output: A reformulated MO-MaxSAT instance Icb

1: F cb ← F
2: for i← 1 to p do
3: (F cb, Ocb

i )← CoreGuided(F cb, Oi)
4: return (F cb, (Ocb

1 , . . . , Ocb
p ))

Algorithm 2 CoreGuided
Input: A single-objective MaxSAT instance I = (F, (O))
Output: An optimal solution τ to I and a reformulated instance I′

1: F ref ← F, Oref ← O
2: while true do
3: (res, κ, τ)← ExtractCore(F ref, Oref)
4: if res = “unsatisfiable” then
5: (F ref, Oref)← Reformulate(F ref, Oref, κ)
6: else
7: return τ, (F ref, (Oref))

Guided is invoked on F cb and Oi (line 3), adding new clauses to F cb and re-
formulating Oi to Ocb

i . The formula F cb consists of the clauses of the original
instance F and all additional constraints added by CoreGuided in previous
iterations.

Algorithm 2 details a generic abstraction of core-guided search under a single
objective. The algorithm works by iteratively extracting so-called (unsatisfiable)
cores based on which the instance is reformulated. A core κ of a single-objective
MaxSAT instance I = (F, (O)) is a subset of objective literals κ ⊂ lits(O) out
of which at least one literal has to incur cost, i.e., has to be assigned to 1. Such
a core can be obtained with a modern off-the-shelf SAT solver by employing its
assumption interface [17,36]. This core extraction is done in the ExtractCore
subroutine which takes a formula F and an objective O as input and returns a
triple (res, κ, τ) where res indicates whether F ′ = F ∧

∧
l∈lits(O) ¬l is satisfiable.

If res = “unsatisfiable”, κ contains a core of (F, (O)), otherwise τ contains a
solution to F ′.

When a new core is extracted, the instance is reformulated by the Refor-
mulate subroutine. Existing core-guided algorithms differ mainly in the details
of how Reformulate is instantiated. Core boosting makes very lightweight
assumptions on the underlying core-guided algorithm. It can be realized with
any core-guided algorithm whose instantiation of Reformulate increases the
offset of the objective, decreases the sum of coefficients in the objective of the
literals in the core, and adds additional clauses and variables to preserve the
solutions and their costs in the instance. More specifically, the properties of Re-
formulate required for core boosting can be summarized as follows. Assume
that Reformulate is invoked with formula F , objective O, and core κ, and
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that it returns a new formula F ref and objective Oref. Then the following must
hold for core-boosting to be applicable: (i) Every solution of F ref is a solution of
F ; (ii) O(τ) = Oref(τ) holds for all solutions of F ref; (iii) the sum of coefficients
in Oref is smaller than in O; and (iv) the offset of Oref is greater than the offset
of O. It should be noted that these properties are met by practically all modern
core-guided algorithms [21,37,2,1,40,41,25,43,26].

As a side-remark, each reformulation performed by all core-guided algorithms
we are aware of increases the offset of the objective, and decreases the sum of
coefficients, exactly by the minimum coefficient of the literals in the core. This
is because at least one literal in the core has to incur cost. Thus, the smallest
possible cost incurred due to a core matches the smallest coefficient among the
literals in the core.

Example 3. Invoke CoreGuided on the constraints and objective O1 of the
MO-MaxSAT instance from Fig. 1. Let the cores extracted in the first two
iterations of executing CoreGuided on (F, (O1)) be κ1 = {x2, x3, x5} and
κ2 = {x3, x4, x5}. After reformulating these two cores, the reformulated instance
is satisfiable at line 4. The smallest coefficients in the cores are cκ1 = 3 and
cκ2 = 1, respectively. The final reformulated objective has a constant offset of
ocb
1 = cκ1 + cκ2 = 4 with its coefficient sum reduced by the offset. □

Note that core boosting for MO-MaxSAT, as proposed here, differs from
core boosting for (single-objective) MaxSAT [8]. For MaxSAT, CoreGuided is
executed under a heuristically determined time limit since core-guided search is
complete for MaxSAT. In contrast, in the multi-objective setting running Core
Guided without resource limits will not fully solve the instance (assuming that
the objectives conflict with each other in that their minimum values correspond
to different solutions). Instead, the search space is reduced with respect to the
individual objectives.

3.3 Realizing Core Boosting

A variety of core-guided single-objective MaxSAT algorithms from the litera-
ture [37,2,1,40,41] could be employed for practical implementations of core boost-
ing. We detail here our implementation of core boosting based on the effective
core-guided algorithm OLL [40,1].

Informally speaking, OLL instantiates Reformulate by introducing PB
constraints over the literals in the extracted cores in a way that systematically
allows additional literals to be assigned to 1 in subsequent iterations. More pre-
cisely, after obtaining a core κ, OLL (i) decreases the coefficient of each l ∈ κ
by cκ, the smallest coefficient among the literals in κ, removing l from the ob-
jective if the new coefficient is 0 (this process is called clause cloning in some
references [9]); and (ii) adds new variables ⟨

∑
l∈κ l ≥ k⟩ to the reformulated ob-

jective with the coefficient cκ and constraints Cnf(
∑

l∈κ l ≤ k) to the formula
for k = 2, . . . , |κ|. Conceptually, step (i) relaxes the current objective by remov-
ing at least one literal from the objective and allowing at least one literal in κ
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to be assigned to 1 in subsequent iterations. Step (ii) adds constraints to ensure
that at most one literal can be set to 1 without new cores being discovered, thus
ensuring the preservation of optimal solutions.

An important intuition for understanding the effects of core boosting is that
the changes in the number of literals in the objective depend on the coefficients
in the extracted cores. If the coefficients in the variables of a core κ are not
equal, not all literals will be removed from the objective in step (i). Since OLL
introduces |κ| − 1 new variables, in those cases the number of literals in the
reformulated objective can increase. In contrast, if the coefficients of the variables
are all equal, the number of variables in the objective will decrease by one after
reformulation as then all variables in the core are removed and |κ| − 1 variables
are introduced.

Example 4. Recall Example 3 where O1 (see Fig. 1) was reformulated based
on the cores κ1 and κ2. The detailed objective reformulated by OLL is Ocb

1 =
x4 + 4x5 + 3⟨κ1 ≥ 2⟩ + 3⟨κ1 ≥ 3⟩ + ⟨κ2 ≥ 2⟩ + ⟨κ2 ≥ 3⟩ and the clauses
Cnf(κ1 ≤ k) ∧ Cnf(κ2 ≤ k) are added to the formula. □

Core boosting can be tightly integrated with SAT-based MO-MaxSAT algo-
rithms in a way that allows for reusing the structure introduced by the core-
guided algorithm employed for core boosting in the subsequent MO-MaxSAT
search. More specifically, both the implementation of OLL and our implementa-
tions of P -Minimal, BiOptSat, and LowerBound realize their PB constraints
using (generalized) totalizers [6,39,30]. For a PB expression O, a totalizer realizes
Cnf(O ≤ B) by first partitioning O into subsets of size 1 and then iteratively
merging partitions by adding extra clauses and variables that count the sum of
coefficients of the terms in the partitions to be merged. The merging stops when
there is a single partition left, at which point the new variables obtained in the
last step correspond to ⟨O ≤ k⟩ for all k = 1, . . . , B. For an alternative view, the
structure of Cnf(O ≤ B) created with a totalizer encoding can be visualized as
a binary tree. The leaves of the tree correspond to the terms in O. Each internal
node corresponds to new variables that count the sum of weights of the terms in
the leaves of the subtree rooted at that node set to 1 by satisfying assignments.

When building a totalizer over the reformulated objective Oref obtained after
core boosting, our implementation makes use of the fact that some variables
already correspond to the roots of other totalizers introduced by OLL. Instead
of treating those as leaves in the new totalizer, we instead treat them as internal
nodes, thus avoiding redundancy in the encoding which would be incurred by
“recounting” the counting variables introduced by OLL in the pseudo-Boolean
constraint over Oref used by P -Minimal, BiOptSat, or LowerBound.

3.4 Core Boosting and MO-MaxSAT Solver Interactions

Finally, in addition to decreasing the range of objectives that algorithms need
to search over, we identify two further interactions between core boosting and
MO-MaxSAT algorithms.
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The first relates to the number of clauses in a PB constraint Cnf(O ≤ B)
built over an objective O =

∑
i(ci · li) + o by MO-MaxSAT algorithms such

as P -Minimal, BiOptSat, and LowerBound. For CNF encodings used in
practice—including the totalizer we use—the number of clauses in Cnf(O ≤ B)
depends on B and either on the sum of coefficients or the number of unique sums
that can be obtained from the coefficients [30,18]. The effect of core boosting
on these properties will depend on the specific instance being solved. Due to
the properties of typical instantiations of Reformulate (recall Section 3.2),
core boosting is guaranteed to decrease the sum of coefficients of each objective.
In contrast (recall Section 3.3), the effect of core boosting on the number of
variables in the objectives and the subset sums that can be obtained from them
will depend on the coefficients of the variables in the extracted cores. Finally,
another important contrast between single and multi-objective core boosting
is that the intermediate solutions obtained during invocations of core-guided
search on the separate objectives can not be used as global upper bound for the
objectives by the MO-MaxSAT algorithm. Thus, we expect the effect of core
boosting on the number of clauses introduced by the subsequent MO-MaxSAT
algorithms to be more limited than in the single-objective case.

As a second interaction, core boosting can alter the structure of the PB con-
straints built over the reformulated objective by the MO-MaxSAT algorithms.
In the case of totalizers this structure is defined by the ordering of the leaves
in the totalizer tree and the structure of the tree itself. It is well-known that
the structure of PB encodings employed can have a significant impact on the
performance of constraint optimization algorithms [3,4]. While fundamental un-
derstanding on exactly how the structure of a totalizer affects the performance
of constraint optimization algorithms is lacking, conventional wisdom based on
empirical evaluation suggests that it is beneficial to place interrelated variables
“close” in the tree. Core boosting achieves an approximation of this in the core-
guided phase where totalizer tree substructures are built that have variables
appearing together in cores as leaves.

4 Empirical Evaluation

We empirically evaluate the impact of core boosting. We integrated core boosting
into three recent MO-MaxSAT algorithms, P -Minimal [44,31], BiOptSat [28],
and LowerBound [15] using their implementations in the MO-MaxSAT solver
Scuttle [27]. The implementation and benchmarks used in our evaluation, as
well as full empirical data, are available in open source (https://bitbucket.org/
coreo-group/scuttle). All experiments reported on were run on 2.40-GHz Intel
Xeon Gold 6148 CPUs with 381-GB RAM in RHEL under a 1.5-hour per-
instance time and 32-GB memory limit. Whenever core boosting was applied,
the reported runtimes include the time spent in both core boosting and the
MO-MaxSAT solver.

We use benchmark instances from seven domains from earlier evaluations
of MO-MaxSAT solvers: multi-objective set covering with fixed set cardinality

https://bitbucket.org/coreo-group/scuttle
https://bitbucket.org/coreo-group/scuttle
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(set-cover-sc) and fixed element probability (set-cover-ep) [28], learning inter-
pretable decision rules (lidr) [33], the flying tourist problem (ftp) [35], package
upgradeability (packup) [29], staff shift scheduling (shiftdesign) [38], and satellite
photograph scheduling (spot5) [24]. Set-cover-sc and set-cover-ep, instances with
two objectives were obtained from [28] and instances with 3–5 objectives were
generated similarly following [28]. The lidr instances contain 2 objectives and
were also obtained from [28]. The ftp instances containing 2 objectives were ob-
tained from [15] as instances with pseudo-Boolean constraints and encoded with
the (generalized) totalizer encoding [6,30]. Package upgradeability instances were
obtained from Mancoosi International Solver Competition of years 2011 and 2012
(https://www.mancoosi.org/misc/), and encoded with PackUp [29] with all combi-
nations of 2–5 of the 5 minimization objectives. The shiftdesign and spot5 bench-
marks were obtained from MaxSAT Lib (https://www.cs.toronto.edu/maxsat-lib/)
and the single objective deconstructed according to [42], resulting in 3 objectives
for shiftdesign and 2 for spot5. The packup, shiftdesign, and lidr families have
unit coefficients in all objectives, i.e., are unweighted in MaxSAT terminology.
For a balanced and meaningful benchmark set, we randomly sampled instances
from each benchmark family, discarding instances that were solved in less than
five seconds by P -Minimal without core boosting, until we obtained 20 instances
per number of objectives and benchmark family.

4.1 Impact of Core Boosting on Solver Performance

We turn to the results of the evaluation. Since BiOptSat is specific to bi-
objective problems, we report on its performance solely on the 120 instances
with two objectives. Out of the 20 shiftdesign instances, all configurations of
P -Minimal and LowerBound solved exactly 1 instance. We therefore exclude
shiftdesign from the reported results.

Table 1 shows the number of solved instances and the cumulative runtime
(divided by 103 seconds) over the solved instances per benchmark family for
P -Minimal, BiOptSat, and LowerBound with and without core boosting.
Especially on the set covering and spot5 families, all algorithms benefit greatly
from core boosting. The core-boosted configurations often solve more than twice
as many instances as the variant without core boosting. With core boosting,
all solvers solve more set-cover-ep benchmarks in less cumulative runtime than
without core boosting.

Fig. 4 shows a per-instance runtime comparison of P -Minimal, BiOptSat,
and LowerBound, respectively, with and without core boosting. It can be seen
that many of the spot5 instances that could not be solver without core boosting
within the 1.5-hour time limit become trivial to solve after core boosting: 5 spot5
instances that P -Minimal does not solve without core boosting are solved in
under 5 seconds after core boosting. On the other benchmark families, core
boosting both allows for solving more instances and also drastically reduces
solving times.

The time spent in core boosting is for a great majority of the benchmark
instances negligible compared to time spent in the MO-MaxSAT solvers: only for

https://www.mancoosi.org/misc/
https://www.cs.toronto.edu/maxsat-lib/
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Table 1. Number of solved instances (#) and cumulative runtime over solved instances
in 103 seconds for each algorithm with and without core boosting (CB).

set-cover-sc set-cover-ep packup lidr ftp spot5
Algorithm CB #

∑
t #

∑
t #

∑
t #

∑
t #

∑
t #

∑
t

P -Minimal
no 14 22.74 34 26.82 13 10.10 7 7.97 6 3.53 2 0.33
yes 34 37.62 39 20.53 13 7.14 6 4.01 5 1.35 13 1.27

BiOptSat
no 8 4.84 18 8.09 8 0.65 6 4.61 7 8.56 2 0.35
yes 16 8.37 19 3.76 8 0.24 6 2.44 5 1.32 13 1.07

LowerBound
no 5 1.97 15 15.01 8 0.44 5 6.61 6 3.16 2 0.69
yes 13 3.55 18 6.86 8 0.22 5 5.04 5 1.39 13 6.79

10 (resp. 9) instances more than 5% of the runtime was spent in core boosting
in conjunction with P -Minimal (resp., BiOptSat or LowerBound). Core
boosting timed out on only a single benchmark instance that was solved without
core boosting.

As core boosting can be viewed as preprocessing, we also compare its im-
pact on solver runtimes to the impact of the recently-proposed MO-MaxSAT
preprocessor MaxPre 2.1 [27] implementing liftings of SAT and MaxSAT pre-
processing techniques to MO-MaxSAT. Table 2 shows the effect of core boosting
and MaxPre on the number of instances solved by P -Minimal, BiOptSat, and
LowerBound in terms of the change in number of solved instances. Overall, the
positive impact of core boosting is more significant than that of MaxPre. How-
ever, as MaxPre has a somewhat more positive impact on ftp and lidr families,
an interesting direction for further work would be to study how to interleave core
boosting and the various MaxPre preprocessing techniques for maximal positive
overall impact on runtimes.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the per-instance CPU time of the P -Minimal (left), BiOptSat
(middle), and LowerBound (right) algorithms with and without core boosting.
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Table 2. Change in number of solved instances (∆#) through core boosting (CB) and
preprocessing with MaxPre.

set-cover-sc set-cover-ep packup lidr ftp spot5
Algorithm Prepro. ∆# ∆# ∆# ∆# ∆# ∆#

P -Minimal
CB +20 +5 ±0 −1 −1 +11

MaxPre +1 −1 −1 ±0 +3 +1

BiOptSat
CB +8 +1 ±0 ±0 −2 +11

MaxPre ±0 ±0 ±0 ±0 +2 +1

LowerBound
CB +16 +6 +1 ±0 −1 +11

MaxPre +1 ±0 −1 +1 +1 ±0

4.2 Impact of Core Boosting on Search Space and Instance Size

Finally, we analyze the effects of core boosting on the search space and constraint
encodings during search, and how these relate to changes in solving time. Due
to space constraints, we focus on presenting results for P -Minimal; the data for
BiOptSat and LowerBound shows the same trends.

Fig. 5 (left) relates the impact of core boosting on solver performance with
reduction of search space achieved by core boosting. The change in search space
(on the x-axis) is measured as the (hyper)volume of the search space after core
boosting relative to the original volume, i.e., a value of 50% represents that the
search space volume was halved with 100% representing that core boosting has no
effect. In detail, the measure is V (Ocb)

V (O) · 100, where V (O) =
∏

O∈O
∑

li∈lits(O) ci
is the search space volume of a given set of objectives, i.e., the product of the
objective coefficient sums. The impact of core boosting on solver performance is
measured as tno cb−tcb

tno cb+tcb
, with t(no) cb denoting solving time of P -Minimal with

and without core boosting. We additionally assign value 1 (-1) for instances only
solved with (without) core boosting. Positive (negative) values therefore express
a positive (negative) impact of core boosting in terms of decreased solving time,
with 0 representing no impact. We observe that core boosting has the strongest
positive impact on solver performance on those instances that it significantly
reduces the search space of.

Fig. 5 (right) shows the combined number of clauses in the PB constraint
encodings in the MO-MaxSAT solver with and without core boosting. Here
clauses were counted at beginning of search based on the same initial solution to
eliminate differences due to diverging search trajectories. For most benchmark
families—esp. ones with unit coefficients in the objectives—the size of the en-
codings decreases due to core boosting. However, on the set covering instances
core boosting results in larger PB encodings. As core boosting nevertheless de-
creases overall solving time of also these set covering instances, there appears to
be no clear correlation between the changes in encoding sizes and solving times
in general.
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Fig. 5. Left: relating the impact of core boosting on solver performance with reduc-
tion of search space achieved (P -Minimal). Right: number of clauses in all objective
encodings with and without core boosting.

As a further remark, we also experimented with resetting the internal SAT
solver between core boosting and invocation of P -Minimal to check whether
keeping the SAT solver state (learned clauses, variable activities, and polarities)
can have an effect on overall runtimes. We observed no meaningful difference
between resetting the SAT solver and keeping it alive throughout.

5 Conclusions

We proposed core boosting as an MO-MaxSAT reformulation technique that
maintains all Pareto-optimal solutions. Core boosting increases the objective
offsets of an MO-MaxSAT instance to match the ideal point without removing
any Pareto-optimal solutions through reformulating the MO-MaxSAT instance.
This results in a more restricted search space for a subsequently called MO-
MaxSAT solver. Through tight integration into SAT-based MO-MaxSAT solvers,
our empirical evaluation suggests that core boosting often has a significant pos-
itive impact on the runtimes of recently-proposed MO-MaxSAT algorithms, al-
lows for solving more instances, and is more impactful than present MaxSAT-
based MO-MaxSAT preprocessing techniques. The adaptation of core boosting
to multi-objective generalizations of core-guided optimization algorithms pro-
posed beyond MaxSAT, including CP and pseudo-Boolean optimization, is an
interesting direction for further work.
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